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image data from different global
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Therefor a dedicated in-house
FTP server at Paradigm’s
facility in India plus dedicated
TIXway acceleration gateways
have been set up. Without
acceleration especially data
transfers from Europe or US to
India suffer from typical long
distance network effects and
only a fraction of the
available bandwidth can be
utilized and transfer times
would still be unnecessarily
long.
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Here 1 Gigabyte is transferred
back and forth in half an hour.
That is 12 times faster than
before and enables Paradigm
to
operate
much
more
efficiently resulting in another
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from external US FTP server
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gateway in India directly on
the machine of Paradigm’s FTP
server. This setup results in
transfer rates between 900
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Considering all measured and
analyzed numbers the above
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Flexible as-a-service
model with low TCO
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12 times faster file
transfer
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